Supporting victims and
witnesses of crime
A guide to services funded through the
Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner
in 2020/21
Police and Crime Commissioners are responsible for commissioning local support
services for victims of crime. The Ministry of Justice provides Commissioners with a
grant each year to enable services which best meet the needs of local victims of
crime to be funded. These services complement those delivered or funded by the
local authority (through core or grant awards) and collectively deliver an integrated
model of support for victims of crime in Cambridgeshire.
All services are regularly evaluated to ensure they continue to meet the needs of the
victims who use them. The Cambridgeshire Victim Services Outcome Framework is
available on the Cambs PCC website.
This guide provides an overview of the services funded by the Ministry of Justice
Victim Services Grant and other OPCC funding streams in 2020/21. It currently
provides outcome data from April – September 2020. This will be updated when the
final year data is available.
This does not describe all the services available in the county which can be found on
the dedicated website: www.cambsvictimservices.co.uk

Supporting victims and
witnesses of crime
Service: Victim and Witness Hub – provides a universal support service
for all victims of crime from report to court and incorporates the force’s
witness care service.
Provider: Cambridgeshire Constabulary

Contract
value £of victim
Awarded:
support element:

£452,750

Description of service
Who – All victims of crime who live in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough.
What - Contacts all victims of crime who live in the county (where appropriate and safe) by phone, letter or email
to offer access to telephone-based or face to face emotional and practical support. This support includes a detailed
assessment of needs, onward referrals to specialist services or signposting to resources or community groups as
required. The service receives and triages all self-referrals for support.
Why – This ensures that victims receive the support that they need to deal with the crime they have suffered and
to reduce the impact of that on their lives. The model ensures victims and witnesses are supported throughout
their criminal justice journey – where possible by the same member of staff.

Outcome Headlines

Between April - Sept 2020


5,493 referrals were received by the Victim and Witness Hub



1,059 victims were supported in a single phone call



3,404 letters and 3,258 emails were sent offering the service


•


92 victims self-referred to the Victim and Witness Hub
920 victims said they felt better informed as a result of the support
288 victims reported they felt safer after speaking to Hub staff

Awarded: £
20 staff and nine volunteers
support victims and
witnesses to cope and
recover

Victims and witnesses have access
to a range of specialist support
services depending on their needs.

Case Study
Victim – A 69-year-old woman who was the victim of an attempted robbery
Situation – Although nothing was stolen the woman suffered a head injury during the incident and needed hospital
treatment. Afterwards she said she was fearful of being alone at home, of going out on her own, and frightened to
return to the area where she was attacked.
Service provided – The lady was called by a co-ordinator who listened to her concerns and provided emotional
support over the phone. The co-ordinator arranged for a personal safety alarm to be sent to her so she felt safer
when she left the house and also referred her to a local charity called the Bobby Scheme who reviewed and
improved her home security. The lady also accepted face to face support from a Hub-trained community volunteer.
Outcome – The lady said the package of support helped rebuild her confidence to leave her house again, to walk in
her local area including the scene of the incident. After her attacker was caught the lady was supported throughout
the court process. She said afterwards that the support had been ‘fantastic’ and enabled her to move on.

Supporting victims and
witnesses of crime
Service: Restorative Justice Co-ordination
Provider: Postholder based in Constabulary-run Victim and Witness Hub

Awarded: £

Contract Value:

£38,000

Description of service
Who – Victims of crime who live in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough.
What – Restorative Justice is a process which brings those harmed by crime or conflict, and those responsible for the
harm, into communication. A Specialist Victim and Witness Care Co-ordinator receives all referrals on behalf of
victims who are interested in exploring restorative justice. This postholder then co-ordinates the provision of highquality victim-focused restorative justice conferences and interventions delivered by trained facilitators. Victims of
crime who haven’t reported to police can also ‘self-refer’ to this service. The process is completely voluntary for
both parties and is done at a time that is right for the victim.
Why – It can empower victims by letting them have their say and helping them to move on with their lives and it
can help offenders to recognise the impact of what they have done and make amends. This enables everyone
affected by a particular incident to play a part in repairing the harm and finding a positive way forward, this in turn
reduces future victimisation and creates stronger and safer communities.

Outcome Headlines

April to September 2020






RJ was explored with 41 victims, 33 of which were new referrals
30 of the victims who engaged had suffered a violent crime
19 victims were from Cambridge City, 12 from Peterborough and the
remaining lived across the rest of the county
Victims were supported across the whole age range with one victim
being 17 years or under and one over 75 years old
After conversations with the RJ Co-ordinator 37 people said they felt
better informed and empowered to act

Awarded: £

Crimes included arson,
burglary, sexual offences, &
violence against the person

The RJ Facilitators are all volunteers
who undergo extensive training.
Currently victims are being offered
the opportunity to have
conferences facilitated virtually.

Case Study
Victim – The mother of a 20-year-old man who had been murdered at a party.
Situation – The mother wanted to engage in the restorative justice process with the offender who was aged 22
years.
Service provided – RJ facilitators met the victim’s mother and the offender separately to discuss their thoughts
and feelings about the murder and explain how an RJ process could take place. After a few meetings with both
parties it was felt safe to progress and a face to face meeting was arranged.
Outcome – The face to face conference was held. Afterwards the victim’s mother and the offender both agreed
that although it was incredibly difficult experience, and initially opened some old wounds, it was an extremely
beneficial part of the healing process.

Supporting victims and
witnesses of crime
Service: Specialist support for migrant victims of exploitation including
modern slavery and trafficking

Awarded:
£
Contract
Value:

£39,062

Provider: Postholders based in the Constabulary-run Victim and Witness
Hub

Description of service
Who – Migrant victims of exploitation and crime in Cambridgeshire.
What - To work with the Constabulary and other agencies to identify migrant victims of trafficking and/or
exploitation and in some cases raise their awareness that they are being exploited. Act as an advocate for victims’
needs and provide emotional and practical support to these victims of crime; including signposting/referring them
to specialist organisations. The postholders are Lithuanian and Romanian speaking.
Why – To proactively offer support to exploited migrant workers and victims of crime and help them to safely leave
their situations and start new lives, or return to their families, and recover from the crimes they have suffered.

Outcome Headlines
April to September 2020





152 victims were supported – (130 new referrals and 22 existing
cases)
In 135 cases the victim had experienced violence
102 victims were supported in a single call and 50 required ongoing
support
54 of the victims spoke English, 40 Romanian, 31 Lithuanian and 27
spoke other languages including Albanian, Polish, Bulgarian and
Portuguese

Awarded: £

Victims do not need to
report the crime to the
police
All consenting victims will be
referred through the National
Referral Mechanism ensuring that
they receive appropriate support
such as accommodation and access
to legal advice.

Case Study

Victim – A 25-year-old man who had moved to the UK with the promise of a job, house and a better life.
Situation – Once in the UK he was sent straight to work a 12-hour shift. He was given only a sandwich to eat and
although promised £10 an hour he received £20 a week. He slept in a dirty, overcrowded house and his bank
card was taken from him. His physical appearance deteriorated and he became tired and depressed.
Service provided – He was referred to the National Referral Mechanism and put into a safe house. The Care Coordinators supported him to sort out ID and he was provided with emotional and practical support and advice to
enable him to leave the situation.
Outcome – He decided to return home and is trying to rebuild his life. He is very thankful for the support he
received from the team.

Supporting victims and
witnesses of crime
Service: Specialist support service for young victims of crime and their
families
Provider: Family Action who co-locate postholders in the Constabularyrun Victim and Witness Hub

Awarded: £

Contract Value:

£58,336

Description of service
Who – Young victims of crime aged between 0 – 18 years, or 24 if they have an additional need, and their families.
What – Specialist Victim and Witness Care Co-ordinators offer emotional and practical support and advice to young
victims and their families. They can advocate on the young person’s behalf and help them access other services
(physical or online) which will aid recovery such as therapeutic support.
Why – To reduce the impact of the crime and where possible enable these young people and their families, to
recover from their experiences. The service has supported and encouraged young people to return to
school/college and activities; rebuild family links and friendships; seek assistance with their emotional well-being
and improve their outlook on life and their futures.

Outcome Headlines

April to September 2020







140 young victims of crime were referred for support
122 of these were victims of violent crime
108 of the 161 victims, including 21 referred before April, supported
during this time were experiencing poor mental health
86 of the victims supported were aged 12 years or under
86% of victims reported they were better able to recover and cope
with aspects of everyday life
89% of victims reported improved health and wellbeing

Awarded:
£ how to
Young people
choose
engage with support – by
phone, text, WhatsApp or
virtual platforms

The service can also help young
people access practical things to aid
their recovery such as sports or
play equipment.

Case Study

Victim – A 16-year old young man.
Situation – He had been attacked at school by a group of eight peers and left with serious facial injuries including
a broken nose, eye socket and cheekbone.
Service provided – The young man and his family were supported emotionally by the co-ordinator who also
listened to them and their views about how the incident had been dealt with by the school. The co-ordinator
provided advice on how to liaise with the school to seek a resolution to their concerns.
Outcome – The victim was supported to return to school and work was completed to enable him to feel safe in
the community. The victim and his family continue to be supported as the case progresses through the criminal
justice process.

Supporting victims and
witnesses of crime
Service: Therapeutic and practical support for young victims of crime
Provider: Embrace - Child Victims of Crime

Awarded: £

Contract Value:

£52,000

Description of service
Who - Young victims of crime aged nine to (and including) 18 who are identified by the Victim and Witness Hub as
requiring additional support. Each young person is triaged by Embrace to ensure the service is suitable for their
needs.
What – Specialist, community-based one-to-one, and group, trauma-focused CBT/therapeutic counselling services
for young victims of crime. The therapists are experienced in supporting young victims of domestic abuse, sexual
abuse or exploitation, child abuse, bullying and hate crime.
Why – This supports their recovery from the crime they have experienced, improves their mental wellbeing,
reduces future re-victimisation and the impact of these experiences in their future lives.

Outcome Headlines
April to September 2020


Embrace supported 30 young people and four parents



14 of the victims were aged 12 years or under



There was a 94% improvement in victims reporting that their
thoughts and feelings distressed them going from 100% at the start to
6% at the end of the support



Victims who felt in control of their emotions rose from 20% to 80% at
the end of their support

Support
can be provided
to
Awarded:
£
parents to help them support
and understand the needs of
their children.
Volunteer fundraising in the county
is ring-fenced and is available to
supplement the support funded.

Case study:
Victim - 10-year-old boy.
Situation - He had witnessed prolonged domestic violence from his Dad towards his Mum. He was an extremely
angry and troubled little boy and was displaying a significant amount of anxiety.
Service provided – Counselling was delivered in a campervan parked on the drive of his house, the van was
cleaned and Covid secure. He worked on his feelings of anger and explored ways to cope with them.
Outcome - He is still being supported and mum reports that he appears much happier at home. He is engaging
well and shows good positive progress.

Supporting victims and
witnesses of crime
Service: Victim Pathfinders
Provider: Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Foundation Trust – who colocate nurses in the Constabulary-run Victim and Witness Hub

Awarded: £

Contract Value:

£79,393

Description of service
Who – Adult victims of crime (and parents of child victims) with suspected mental health issues.
What – Mental Health Practitioners (known as Victim Pathfinders) provide expertise (including self-help techniques
on relaxation, stress and anxiety management), support and a referral capability, identifying and co-ordinating
pathways into treatment for victims.
Why – To ensure that victims of crime with mental health issues receive the appropriate services and support to
enable them to cope with the crime they have experienced and to prevent their mental health deteriorating. The
nurses also raise awareness of how to identify potential mental health issues and how these issues can affect a
victim’s ability to cope and recover.

Outcome Headlines
Between April to Sept 2020


138 victims were referred to the service



68 victims were supported in a single phone call



18% of victims supported had suffered sexual violence or domestic
abuse receiving core support from IDVAs or ISVAs



Victims were also signposted to range of other services who could
provide support and helped to access specialist mental health services
when needed

TheAwarded:
Victim Pathfinders
£
service is collocated within
the Victim and Witness
Hub
Victim Pathfinders share knowledge to
empower others to provide support for
people with low level mental health
needs to enable them to prioritise the
more complex cases.

Case Study
Victim – Female victim of domestic abuse who was experiencing low mood, anxiety and panic attacks. The
situation was also affecting her sleep and appetite.
Situation – The victim had suffered actual bodily harm and numerous reported incidents whilst in a relationship
with her now ex-partner. He had threatened her and members of her family and she was worried he would kill
her. She had been supported by her IDVA to put safety plans in place but was struggling with her mental health.
Service provided – The nurse listened to the victim and provided advice and further information on how to
manage her anxiety, panic attacks, sleep problems and self-esteem.
Outcome – The victim said the information was useful and was grateful for follow up phone calls from the nurses
to check on her progress.

Supporting victims and
witnesses of crime
Awarded: £

Contract Value:
Service: Home security for elderly victims of dwelling-related burglary
Provider: Shrievalty Trust – Bobby Scheme

£50,000

Description of service:
Who – Victims aged 60 or over who have experienced a property-related crime.
What - Providing practical support to secure the property and make it less likely to be targeted in future, along with
advice and guidance on how the victim can keep themselves safe.
Why – This enables victims to better cope with their experience by restoring feelings of safety and empowerment
and reducing potential future victimisation. Victims are more likely to feel able to stay in their own home, living
independently for longer than they otherwise might, this reduces social isolation by allowing victims to remain part
of their social, family and healthcare networks.

Outcome Headlines
Between April to Sept 2020


505 referrals were made to the Bobby Scheme



104 of the victims supported by the Bobby Scheme had a disability



275 victims were visited by the Bobby Scheme and 49 received
information advice and guidance over the phone



319 victims reported improved health and wellbeing and increased
feelings of safety



Awarded: £
Since launching in 2001
over 31,000 homes have
been secured

Victims have experienced burglary,
arson, assault, rogue traders,
harassment, anti-social behaviour,
fraud, scams and exploitation

Case study
Victim – A lady in her 60’s who was alone as her husband had gone away.
Situation – The house had been burgled while the lady was home alone. She was feeling very anxious and was
unable to sleep at night.
Service Provided – The house was assessed and appropriate security devices fitted and advice was given to the
lady about home security.
Outcome – The victim reported that she was able to sleep better at night and her wellbeing and feelings of
security had improved.

Supporting victims and
witnesses of crime
Awarded:Value:
£
Contract

Service: Countywide Support Service for Victims and Survivors of Sexual
Violence - Independent Sexual Violence Advocate Service (ISVA)

£237,000 OPCC
contribution

Provider: Cambridge and Peterborough Rape Crisis Partnership

Description of service
The ISVA Service is one element of a countywide support service which is jointly commissioned by the OPCC,
NHS England and the local authority.
Who – All age/gender victims of rape or sexual assault including child sexual abuse, both recently or in the past.
What – Offering practical and emotional support and help to victims to access other appropriate services to help
address long and short-term needs. Where required they support victims, who have reported to the police, to
navigate subsequent criminal justice system processes reducing the number of victims who disengage. Children
and Young People’s Independent Sexual Violence Advocates (ChISVA) specifically support children and young
people affected by sexual abuse.
Why – To help victims cope emotionally with what has happened to them and offer practical advice, support and
safety planning where needed.

Outcome headlines
April to September 2020


610 survivors were referred to the service, including 129 children



30 victims, including seven children, reported the crime to the police
as a result of the support provided



37 of the victims were aged 12 years or under



538 victims, including 118 children, received support. Of these all but
four adults required ongoing support



165 victims presented with mental health needs, including 34 children

Awarded: £
One ISVA is based in the
Sexual Assault Referral
Centre (SARC)

Following a successful bid to the Home
Office the service has three additional
ISVAs (two dedicated to support young
people) funded until March 2023.

Case study
Victim – A 16-year-old female who had been sexually abused.
Situation – The victim was experiencing nightmares and flashbacks following the abuse she had suffered.
Service provided – The ChISVA provided the victim with regular emotional support and enabled her to discuss
the investigation and answered any questions she had about the process. The ChISVA provided the victim with
some self-help strategies to cope with her nightmares and flashbacks.
Outcome – The victim told her ChISVA that as a result of her work she felt her coping skills had improved, giving
her more control over her emotions. She commented “Being able to talk over how I was affected mentally and
try some strategies for self-help has really helped.”

Supporting victims and
witnesses of crime
Service: Countywide Support Service for Victims and Survivors of Sexual
Violence - Emotional & Therapeutic Support Service
Provider: Cambridge and Peterborough Rape Crisis Partnership

Description of service
The Emotional Support Service is part of a countywide provision which is jointly commissioned by the OPCC, NHS
England and the local authority and incorporates an ISVA Service.
Who – Victims and survivors of rape or sexual assault including child sexual abuse.
What – Offering emotional support to victims through a telephone helpline, email support service, empowerment
support and peer support group work, giving them a safe space to think and talk through their experiences.
Why – To help victims cope with the psychological and emotional trauma of what has happened to them and assist
them to overcome both the short and long term effects of sexual violence whilst they work to regain control of
their lives and make positive decisions about their futures.

Outcome headlines
April to September 2020


423 victims were referred to the service, a 57% increase on 2019



464 victims were supported during this time, including victims
who had been referred to the service before April, with 223 of
them requiring ongoing support



180 of the victims presented with mental health needs



71 of the victims were aged 17 years or under



93 victims who had exited the service completed a questionnaire
afterwards, all reported that they met the four outcomes of the
Victims Outcome Framework

£
VictimsAwarded:
can self-refer
to the
service and do not need to
report crimes to the police.

CAPRCP Emotional Support Services
are part funded by the Rape
Support Fund via the OPCC as part
of a four-year local commissioning
test

Case study
Victim – A woman in her 30s.
Situation – The victim was in a refuge having escaped her sexually and physically abusive partner. She had also
been sexually abused as a child and had been raped by a mental health nurse after being hospitalised as a
teenager. She has struggled with her mental health for a long time and has been diagnosed with a personality
disorder, anxiety and depression, and was having flashbacks and suicidal thoughts and was self-harming.
Service provided – The victim often uses the helpline as a safe space to discuss her suicidal feelings, which
challenge her on a daily basis, and which have intensified during the pandemic.
Outcome – The victim describes the helpline as a lifeline.

Supporting victims and
witnesses of crime
Service: Domestic Abuse Community Outreach Worker
Provider: Peterborough Women’s Aid

Contract
:
Awarded:Value
£

£20,500

Description of service
Who – Survivors of domestic abuse (medium risk crimes) in Peterborough and surrounding area. This is
part of a countywide outreach support service.
What – To provide practical and emotional support to victims developing individual risk management and
recovery plans.
Why – To help victims cope emotionally with what has happened to them and to keep victims safe,
empower them to make their own decisions, build resilience and independence.

Outcomes


Referrals are made by the Multi Agency Safeguarding Hub to the
charity to offer support to victims of domestic abuse crimes who have
been assessed as medium risk, through the Domestic Abuse Stalking
and Harassment (DASH) assessment



The worker also triages self-referrals into the service through the
Peterborough Women’s Aid helpline



The post was put in place in response to increasing numbers of
requests for outreach help by local victims of domestic abuse

ThisAwarded:
service is£jointly
funded with the local
authority
More than 60 people a month are
offered 1-1 expert support and
advice. This could include helping
women to access refuge housing.

Case Study
Victim – A woman with a long history of engagement with local domestic abuses services, due to numerous
incidents with her ex-partner.
Situation – A text was received from the woman saying she was in danger as her ex-partner had locked her in
the property and she was afraid to ring the police.
Service provided – PWA contacted the police and the woman was rescued and taken to a hotel out of county.
PWA funded a second night and provided her with money for food until a refuge was found. PWA researched
refuge spaces around the country and ensured the woman was kept updated.
Outcome – A suitable refuge was found and links were made with the workers who contacted the client to offer
support on her train journey. PWA paid for the train and taxi fare to get the woman to safety.

Supporting victims and
witnesses of crime
Contract
Awarded:Value:
£

£3,000

Service: www.cambsvictimservices.co.uk
Provider: Chameleon Studios Ltd

Description of service
Who – All victims of crime and victim support providers. It also provides information about being a witness.
What – The website acts as a ‘one stop shop’ or directory of all local, regional and national support services
available for victims of crime. It ensures victims can find support bespoke to their experience or protected
characteristic; and that professionals can advise and guide clients of what services are available.
Why – Providing all the information in one place ensures victims and witnesses can quickly and easily access a wide
range of information and advice about the services available. This puts the victim in control of their recovery
journey allowing them to self-refer to services at a time that is right for them.

Outcome Headlines
Between April to Sept 2020







The website was visited on 2,015 occasions by 1,553 users
4,059 pages were viewed
87% of users were new visitors
The highest number of visitors to the website in a single day was 72
on April 17
The average session was one minute 26 seconds long
An average of two pages were looked at per session

DuringAwarded:
Covid the website
has
£
ensured that victims of crime
are updated with changes to
court arrangements

Information about support services are
available in a range of categories
including:
-Bullying
-Elderly
-LGBT

-Domestic Violence
-Hate Crime/ Racial
-Mental Health

Supporting victims and
witnesses of crime
Service: Independent Domestic Violence Advisor – Stalking and
Harassment (service will be integrated into core IDVA service from April
2021)

Provider: Cambridgeshire County Council

Awarded: £

Contract Value:

£34,288

Description of service
Who – Victims of domestic abuse related stalking and harassment.
What – The postholder provides practical advice to help victims to keep them safe, emotional support and advocates
on their behalf when required. The postholder also shared her expertise with colleagues across the wider model of
support services as part of a mainstreaming of this service. Liaising with a number of statutory and voluntary
agencies.
Why – This expert support enabled victims to keep themselves safe and more effectively cope with the immediate
impacts of the crime, and, as far as possible, recover from the harm they have experienced.

Outcome headlines
April to September 2020


In six-months the postholder worked with 68 victims of stalking
or/and harassment



61 of the victims had mental health needs – either pre-existing or as a
result of their experiences



46 victims who had exited the service reported they were better able
to recover and cope with aspects of everyday life as a result of the
help they had been provided with

The Suzy
Lamplugh
Awarded:
£ Trust
provided expertise and
training to staff
The
Lamplugh
Trust
TheSuzy
service
was non-gender
provided
expertise
specific, available to alland
ages and for
training
victims at high level of risk.

Case study
Victim – A 29 year -old woman.
Situation – The lady was a domestic abuse survivor who was experiencing escalating stalking behaviours from
her ex-partner and associates. She was also dealing with financial difficulties as a result of the abuse.
Service provided – The IDVA provided emotional support and advice on safety planning and how the stalking
incidents could be recorded and reported. She also discussed the civil options available and how criminal justice
process would work. The victim was provided with emergency supplies as she had no money to be able to get
food or phone credit.
Outcome – The victim decided to pursue a criminal justice outcome which is ongoing. She is engaging with mental
health services and says she is better able to cope with everyday life as a result of the support.

Supporting victims and
witnesses of crime
Service: Support for people who have been affected by fatal traffic
collisions

Awarded:Value:
£
Contract
£60,000 This is funded from

the casualty reduction fund

Provider: Road Victims Trust

Description of service
Who – Residents of Cambridgeshire who have been affected by grief and trauma following a fatal road traffic
Collision (RTC). Victims of crime or members of their immediate family who have suffered life changing or serious
injuries as a result of an RTC
What – The team develop support plans based on the victim’s wishes which could include onward supportive
signposting to appropriate specialist service and provide regular emotional and practical support and counselling.
Provide information on the legal process and support around inquests or criminal hearings.
Why – Victims will have a clear pathway of support allowing them to more effectively cope with the short and long
term impacts of the collision. After receiving support victims will understand the impact of their experience and be
more able to adapt to life.

Outcome headlines
Between April to Sept 2020





23 referrals were received, 15 following fatal collisions and eight after
life changing or serious injuries
52 victims were contacted, with 14 of these choosing to take up
support at that time
29 victims referred prior to April 2020 continued to receive support
All victims who provided outcome feedback at the end of their
support reported they now had an effective coping strategy in place
and felt positive about their continued ability to cope with their
trauma and grief

Awarded:
Services
are for£anyone who
is bereaved, involved in,
witnesses or is affected by
the collision

Services are available:
To individuals and families
As soon as they are needed
For as long as they are useful
With short- or long-term regular support

Case Study
A 65-year-old lady received support for 22 months following the death of her youngest son, aged 28 years, in a
fatal RTC. She gave this feedback at the end of the support:
“Initially I was so traumatised with the shock of losing my youngest son to a horrific car crash and didn’t realise
that I actually required counselling. I was contacted by the Road Victims Trust and thought I would give it a
go. My counsellor arrived on time at every appointment each week and we spent an hour going over all the
details and how to try and deal with my grief. My counsellor was very articulate and professional and was
always able to listen and discuss in the correct manner as to how I could deal with any issues that I was
experiencing. It helped me tremendously. I have come a long way with his help and assistance and in my
opinion, he is truly an ‘Earth Angel’ and I am honoured to have had such tremendous support. I can never thank
you enough.”

